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Nowadays, people use computers or telephones to communicate and don’t write 
letters any more. Some think that letter-writing skills would disappear completely.  
 
To what extent do you agree or disagree? How important is the letter-writing skill 
to you? 
 
 
Not too long ago, sending a letter was one of the most common ways of communication. 
Nowadays however, with technology developing so fast, there are many other options to 
get in touch with friends and family. Options such as text messages, emails, mobile 
phones and video calls. Having all these new options at hand, it seems that letter writing 
skills are disappearing. [You should write something here to more clearly tell the reader 
the two questions the essay is about “this essay discusses whether I think the ability to 
write letters will disappear and how vital this skill is.] 
 
Some years ago, if you wanted to communicate with a friend or relative who was away, 
you would have to sit down, grab a piece of paper and write a letter. Then you would 
have to take it to the post office and wait a few days to be delivered. In those days, 
people actually took the time to write properly, paying attention to grammar and spelling. 
Nowadays that messages are delivered within seconds, so people are getting lazy with 
abbreviations and poor grammar. This does not make sense to me. If the message can 
be delivered so quickly, why not take the time to write it properly? [Don't write questions - 
what is the point of this paragraph I can't see any main point in it!] This paragraph should 
make it clear whether you think letterwriting will disappear or not - I do not get this 
information from your paragraph. 
 
Of course the fast typing often used in emails and text messages can be quite useful. 
We live in a very busy world and everybody wants to save time. In everyday situations 
when you do not have time and need to pass on an information it is perfectly 
understandable. The problem is that young people are getting so used to it that they 
probably would not be able to write a proper letter if they had to. 
 
In conclusion, nowadays we have great options to communicate but unfortunately this is 
leading to the disappearance of an important skill: proper letter-writing. 
 

 Estimated  
Grade 

  

Task 
response 

5 Disaster! I am not joking with the score. You did not answer the questions well at all. I almost 

considered a 4! The questions you need to answer are: 

1 will letter writing skills disappear [not just will spelling and grammar get worse] 

2. As letter writing skills are important to you? [You could say whether you think that is important to be 

able to write letters to people] 

Cohesion 
and 
coherence 

5-6 Mostly off topic or answering another topic [the negative influence of e-mail and text messages on 

people's spelling and grammar ability] 

 

This is a two question essay. You need to structure the task like this: 

Comment [z1]: This  should be one sentence 

Comment [z2]: sounds like another introduction 

Comment [z3]: but there are still have no key 
point this paragraph 

Comment [z4]: you need to talk about the 
importance of letter writing not e-mails and text 

messages 

Comment [z5]: off topic 

Comment [z6]: off topic 

Comment [z7]: answers question one! Which is 
totally unexpected in this paragraph as it seemed to 

be talking about importance earlier 
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Introduction= rephrase topic + “this essay discusses [question one] + [question two] 

 

Question one- first sentence makes it clear which question you are discussing. Try to have two main 

points 

 

Question two- first sentence makes it clear which question you are discussing. Try to have two main 

points 

 

Conclusion = summarise paragraphs 2 and 3 

for more see here: http://ieltsanswers.com/IELTS-TWO-Question-Essay.html 

Vocabulary 8-9 Excellent there don't seem to be any errors 

Grammar 7-8 Probably eight because of the lack of errors but a couple of serious errors with sentences 

Nowadays however, with technology developing so fast, there are many other options 
to get in touch with friends and family. Options such as text messages, emails, mobile 
phones and video calls. 
 
Nowadays that messages are delivered within seconds, so people are getting lazy 
with abbreviations and poor grammar. 

overall 7 Your English is excellent but you need to work on structuring your essays better and answering the 

questions directly. You must learn how to identify the three types of essays and to write an appropriate 

structure for them: 

http://ieltsanswers.com/Types-of-IELTS-Essays.html   
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Comment [z8]: This  should be one sentence 

Comment [z9]: but there are still have no key 
point this paragraph 
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